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Funny, biting, earthy and brilliant. – Publisher’s Weekly
A Top Ten Religion book of
2009. – Publisher’s Weekly
Angry Conversations with God has hit a nerve with a brand of
evangelical that favors authenticity over authority, and messy
narrative over formulas for success. – Christianity Today
Raw, real, laugh-out-loud funny. A top-ten book of the year.
– Relevant Magazine
A well-written and edgy memoir. – World Magazine
Like The Shack for the rest of us. – CBN.com

"If King David were a woman, and funny, he'd be Susan Isaacs.
You'll be handing this book to somebody else about a month
from now, thinking 'maybe this will help them understand me.'
You'll do that because it helped you understand yourself first."
— Donald Miller author of Blue Like Jazz
"A brilliantly funny, fearlessly honest, and deeply moving
account of one woman's search for God and man, not
necessarily in that order. Fun fact: There's more truth in this
book than there are lies in James Frey's A Million Little Pieces."
— Eric Metaxas, NY-Times bestselling author of Bonheoffer:
Pastor, Martyr, Prophet, Spy.
"Susan's brilliant comic idea of taking God to couples therapy is
a terrific framework for the story of her personal journey of
faith." — Jim Gaffigan, actor/comedian

Isaacs, it’s a success. Isaacs reached bottom at age 40:
no job, no boyfriend, no home. Of course, she blamed
God. So off they went to counseling with the everpatient therapist, Rudy. Isaacs moves easily between

recounting her life story and her counseling sessions.
She describes encounters with the Nice Jesus of her
Lutheran upbringing… Pentecostal church, a militant
counselor; the “Rock-n-Roll” church and the
“Orthopraxy, xDude” church, plus her rocky acting
career and her love life, including guilt-ridden sex and
Mostly Mister Right. Isaacs readily admits to being
snarky, but she’s honest about her quest and its
conclusion. … She’s funny, biting, earthy and brilliant.
More at susanisaacs.net

“Face it, folks, the church is made up of messed-up people all
trying to deal with life. I appreciate Susan for creatively facing
her issues with honesty and humor. A really fun read!"
— Tony Hale, Actor
1) Publisher’s Weekly Starred Review, Feb. 2009.
Best Book, Dec. 2009
God in couples counseling? Sounds sacrilegious, but in the
adept hands of comedian, writer and actress

